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Recent heavy snow storms in the West are presenting operators with challenges. Deep unsettled snow can be
very deceptive to those who have not had experience in these conditions. Whether you are traveling by snow
shoe or Sno-Cat®, you sink in far enough to get compaction which then gives you traction to move forward.
In these conditions progress is slowed because you will sink down further than normal to maintain that compaction. If the machine starts sinking too much on one side or the other, back up and use the blade to fill in the
low area and continue moving forward. In these conditions off-road travel can be especially challenging because unsettled snow does a very good job of disguising logs, stumps, rocks, and water. Spinning the tracks in
these conditions can get the machine stuck quickly, so take it slow and do not try to force your way through,
remember the trail behind you is packed so you should always be able to back up.
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If you are interested in purchasing a demonstrator please contact our sales department. We manufacture demo
units for both testing and demonstrations. We also have demo transport trailers available for sale. Purchasing a
demonstrator can be beneficial. We sell our demonstrators at a discounted price yet still offer a factory warranty.
Currently we have the following demo’s available for immediate delivery:

2011 2000D 5-Passenger, 12-Way Blade

2013 2000E 2-Passenger Extended Cab

10, 000lb. GVWR 2000XL Trailer

Sheldon Bywater started with Tucker Sno-Cat® Corporation in March of 2010
as a Mechanical Engineer in our Production Engineering Department. He attended Oregon Institute of Technology where he received his engineering degree and
also did a six month internship with Leupold Optics. Sheldon was born in Las
Vegas, Nevada, but grew up in Southern Oregon. Away from work he has been
building his own C&C Plasma cutting table. Sheldon loves the great outdoors
which offer him: shed hunting (see photo), archery and rifle hunting, back packing, and fishing. He is also interested in serious physical conditioning and bullet
reloading.
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